DR weekly feedback
EEE department
Negative feedback: many classes required are restricted to CS and other health departments
Classes open for registration fill up really fast
Only 2 advisors for the entire department, they are very responsive
Suggestion: Q&A page so students can check it before asking advisors
Students concerned about covid contact because professors don't wear their masks during lecture due to covid cases still rising
Positive feedback: students enjoy the community because it is small and close knit
The quality of classes is good
Flexible and accommodating with core class requirements
Job alerts are frequently sent out
Mechanical Engineering Department
Can do better: 24 hour maker space as opposed to current volunteer job
More times to access to lab
CS + IEOR are only departments that restrict students from taking their classes, so why doesn’t mechanical do that too
Courses are frequently full
Course registration times are not by seniority, they're random
Students on the waitlist were told not to come because the lab is not big enough
Career development events are not helpful, the companies are not robust
Most MechE companies that come are in construction, none in robotics despite more than half of the MechE department is in robotics
CPO’s are both split between Civil and MechE
Limited course availability causing students to drop their concentration because they couldn't finish it prior to graduation
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